Abstract-In the current manuscript we suggest an approach to obtain the solutions of the fuzzy fractional differential equations(FFDEs). We found the operational matrix within the modified Laguerre functions.In this way the investigated equations are turned into a set of algebraic equations. We provide examples to illustrate both accuracy and simplicity of the suggested approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fractional order calculus is a branch of calculus theory, which makes calculus theory more perfect. However, since the kernel of the differential equations is fractional, we are very difficult to obtain the exact solution. In recent years, some researchers have devoted to search the numerical solution of differential equations, and have proposed many powerful and efficient numerical methods. Such as, Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials method [1] , [2] , wavelet method [3] , piece-wise constant orthogonal functions method [4] and so on. Although commonly the unknown parameters involved in the fractional models are assumed to be constant over time, in a more realistic perspective of any phenomenon, some of them are not constant and implicitly depend on several factors. Many of such factors usually do not appear explicitly in the mathematical models because of the need of balance between modeling and numerical tractability and the lack of a precise knowledge of them. To deal with the uncertainty in parameters, fuzzy differential equations (e.g. in this contribution fuzzy fractional differential equations) have been suggested as a way to model uncertain and/or incompletely specified systems [5] - [7] . Afterwards, the theoretical foundations of this new approach have been investigated gradually [8] - [14] . Similar to the crisp fractional models, finding the exact solution of the FFDEs are roughly sophisticated issue. In this regards, the numerical solutions of the FFDEs has been attained a considerable attention [15] - [21] . In this study, we will generalize the operational matrix for fuzzy fractional derivative of the Caputo sense. The main specific advantage of this approach is to convert the linear FFDEs into a system of fuzzy algebraic equations which can simplify the calculations, remarkably. This transformation is possible by expanding the unspecified function by using the generalized Laguerre functions (GLPs) introduced in [22] . The speed of the computation increases. To evaluate the unknown fuzzy coefficients which appear in this approach, we utilized the operational matrix of derivative. The structure of the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section 2, some mathematical preliminaries are introduced. In Section 3 we formulate the solution method under fuzzy differentiability. In Section 4, we apply the proposed method to a fractional case and report our numerical finding. We end the paper with few concluding remarks in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first provide an overview of some common properties of fuzzy settings theory and fuzzy differential equations of integer and fractional order. For an introduction to these concepts one can see [23] , [24] and [9] . (ii) u is convex: for all x, y ∈ R and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, it holds that:
(iii) u is upper semi-continuous: for any x 0 ∈ R, it holds that:
We denote the set of all fuzzy numbers as R F . Definition 2.2: The r-level set of a fuzzy number u ∈ R F , 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, denoted by [u] r , is defined as:
We conclude that the r-level set of a fuzzy number is a closed and bounded interval [u r . As a result of the Zadeh's extension principle, the operation of addition on R F has the form:
and the scalar multiplication of a fuzzy number can be written as:
The distance D(u, v) between two fuzzy numbers u and v is defined as:
where
r . We recall that D is a metric in R F and possess the following properties (see [25] ):
Remark 2.1: (see, [25] ). Let f : [a, b] → R F be fuzzy continuous, then, from the property (iv) of the Hausdorffdistance, we can define
Definition 2.4: (see, [26] ). Let x, y ∈ R F . If there exists z ∈ R F such that x = y ⊕ z, then z is called the Hukuharadifference (H-difference) of x and y, and it is denoted by x y. Below, the sign " " always stands for the H-difference and note that x y = x + (−y). Also, throughout the paper it is assumed the the H-difference and generalized Hdifferentiability are exist. Let us recall the definition of the strongly generalized Hdifferentiability introduced in [27] .
Definition 2.5: (see, [27] ). Let f : (a, b) → R F and x 0 ∈ (a, b). We say that f is strongly generalized H-differentiable at x 0 , if there exists an element
and limits (in the metric D):
limits (in the metric D):
We say f is (1)-differentiable on (a, b) if f is differentiable with the meaning (i) of Definition 2.5 and similarly for (2)-differentiability in Definition 2.5, case (ii).
The following notations are used in the remainder of the paper which are presented in [9] , [12] . L Definition 2.6: (see, [9] 
. The Riemann-Liouville integral of the fuzzy-valued function f is:
] be a fuzzy set-value function, then f is a Caputo fuzzy Hdifferentiable at x when: 
III. SOLUTION METHOD

A. Modified generalized Laguerre polynomials
Let Λ = (0, ∞) and w (α,β) (x) = x α e −βx be weight function on Λ in the usual sense. Define
2) equipped with the following inner product and norm
be the modified generalized Laguerre polynomials (MGLP) of degree i for α > −1 and β > 0 which is defined by:
for α > −1 and β > 0, we get:
where L (α,β) 0
w (α,β) (Λ), then u(x) may be expressed in terms of the MGLPs as:
In practice, the MGLPs up to degree N are considered. Thus, we have:
T .
B. Approximation of fuzzy function
a real valued function over (0, 1), the fuzzy function is approximated by
where the fuzzy coefficients aj are obtained by
is as the same in Eq. (III.5), and * means addition with respect to ⊕ in RF .
Remark 3.1: Practically, only the first (N + 1)-terms MGLPs are considered. So we have
that the fuzzy MGLPs coefficient vector A T and shifted fractional Legendre vector ΦN (x) are defined as:
The fuzzy Caputo operational matrix based on the MGLPs is stated as same as the crisp concept. For more details see [16] , [22] . So we
where c D (v) is the (N + 1) × (N + 1) operational matrix of fuzzy fractional Caputo's derivative of MGLPs and [22] ). Suppose 0 < v ≤ 1, the fuzzy fractional derivative of the order v of Φ(x) is given by:
where D (v) is the (N ) × (N ) operational matrix of the fuzzy Caputo fractional derivative and is given by: Sv( v , N) . . .
where 10) for j = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
C. Numerical solution of linear FFDEs
Below, the linear FFDE with fuzzy initial conditions is considered. Let us consider the fuzzy version of the linear FFDE in the general form: 
let ., . R F denotes the fuzzy inner product over
As in a typical tau method (see [28] ), we make N linear fuzzy equations from the following inner product as:
. From Eq. (III.12), we make (N − 1) fuzzy linear algebraic equations which are as follows in the expanded form:
for i = 0, 1, ..., N − 2. Also the fuzzy coefficients gj are defined as:
where G = [g 0(r), g1(r), ..., gN−1(r)] T is gained as
Consequently, the initial condition of the problem (III.11) can be gained as:
Considering the aforementioned equation with the fuzzy algebraic equations system (III.12), (N + 1)-fuzzy linear algebraic equations are produced. Solving this resultant fuzzy system based on the method presented in [29] , the unknown fuzzy coefficients a j for j = 0, ..., N − 1 will be obtained. matrices of fuzzy fractional derivative of Caputo type were calculated for the investigated FFDE. We provided the general procedure of
IV. NUMERICAL CASE
c D v 0+ y(x) + y(x) = xe −x , y(0; r) = [−1 + r, 1 − r], 0 < v ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
